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Abstract
Spatial multiplexing (SMX) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) over the best beamspace was
considered as the best solution for millimeter wave (mmWave) communications regarding spectral effi-
ciency (SE), referred as the best beamspace selection (BBS) solution. The equivalent MIMO water-filling
(WF-MIMO) channel capacity was treated as an unsurpassed SE upper bound. Recently, researchers
have proposed various schemes trying to approach the benchmark and the performance bound. But, are
they the real limit of mmWave MIMO systems with reduced radio-frequency (RF) chains? In this paper,
we challenge the benchmark and the corresponding bound by proposing a better transmission scheme
that achieves higher SE, namely the Generalized Beamspace Modulation using Multiplexing (GBMM).
Inspired by the concept of spatial modulation, besides the selected beamspace, the selection operation is
used to carry information. We prove that GBMM is superior to BBS in terms of SE and can break through
the well known “upper bound”. That is, GBMM renews the upper bound of the SE. We investigate
SE-oriented precoder activation probability optimization, fully-digital precoder design, optimal power
allocation and hybrid precoder design for GBMM. A gradient ascent algorithm is developed to find the
optimal solution, which is applicable in all signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) regimes. The best solution is
derived in the high SNR regime. Additionally, we investigate the hybrid receiver design and deduce the
minimum number of receive RF chains configured to gain from GBMM in achievable SE. We propose
a coding approach to realize the optimized precoder activation. An extension to mmWave broadband
communications is also discussed. Comparisons with the benchmark (i.e., WF-MIMO channel capacity)
are made under different system configurations to show the superiority of GBMM.
Index Terms
Millimeter wave MIMO, beamspace modulation, precoder, hybrid precoder and combiner, power
allocation, spectral efficiency
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I. INTRODUCTION
Millimeter wave (mmWave) communication as a promising technology in the fifth-generation
(5G) wireless networks has received much attention in recent years [1]. It has a large amount
of available spectrum resource, which enables 5G to meet the increasing data traffic demand.
However, its coverage distance is severely limited by the severe path loss. Thanks to its small
wavelength, it can leverage large-scale antennas at transceivers to provide considerable beam-
forming gain to combat the path loss. Besides, large-scale antennas at transceivers can increase
spectral efficiency (SE) via spatial multiplexing (SMX) [2]. For an mmWave multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system with Nt transmit antennas, Nr receive antennas and Ns data
streams to be transmitted via N tRF radio frequency (RF) chains, SMX over the best Ns-dimension
(Ns-dim) beamspace, referred as the best beamspace selection (BBS) solution, has been regarded
as the optimal solution and widely adopted as benchmarks in literature [2]–[15]. The equivalent
Ns ×Nr MIMO water-filling (WF-MIMO) channel capacity was treated as an unsurpassed SE
upper bound.
Recently, researchers have proposed various SMX transmission schemes to approach the BBS
solution and the corresponding performance bound [2]–[17]. In detail, BBS can be easily realized
by fully-digital precoders. However, fully-digital precoders require costly RF chains with many
signal mixers and analog-to-digital converters equipped comparable in number to the antenna el-
ements [2]. The cost and power consumption make fully-digital precoding infeasible in mmWave
MIMO with large-scale antennas. To address the issue, hybrid digital and analog precoders have
been proposed [2]–[15]. For instance, to minimize the difference between the hybrid precoders
and the fully-digital precoder, a spatially sparse precoding scheme was proposed leveraging the
sparsity of mmWave channel in [3]. It is based on a fully-connected structure. In [2], more
advanced alternating minimization algorithms were developed for the hybrid precoder designs,
which achieve almost the same performance as the fully-digital procoder. By decomposing
the hybrid precoding problem into a series of sub-rate optimization problems, the authors in
[7] and [8] proposed novel precoding algorithms based on successive interference cancellation
(SIC). Recently, a hybrid precoding design with dynamic partially-connected structure has been
investigated by trading off complexity and SE [15]. Although the hybrid precoding with either
fully-connected or partially-connected structure can offer lower complexity and cost, it should
be noticed that these merits are achieved at the expense of SE compared to BBS. In other words,
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they are all inferior to BBS in SE. As a result, they all treat BBS as an unsurpassed benchmark.
But, is the SE of BBS truly supreme? Inspired by the concept of spatial modulation (SM) and its
variants [18]–[21], we propose a transmission scheme namely generalized beamspace modulation
using multiplexing (GBMM) in this paper to challenge BBS in SE and the Ns×Nr WF-MIMO
capacity.
A. Prior Work
SM techniques have been recently introduced to mmWave MIMO systems. Prior work can be
classified into two categories based on antenna switch and beamspace switch, respectively.
1) SM techniques for mmWave MIMO based on antenna switch
The purest form of SM, namely space shift keying (SSK), was first applied to mmWave
communications in [22]. It showed that SSK can be applied to line-of-sight (LOS) mmWave
MIMO communications as long as antennas are appropriately placed. In [23], a receive antenna
selection aided SM-MIMO scheme is proposed to reduce the number of the receive RF chains.
Quadrature spatial modulation (QSM) is a new SM MIMO technique to enhance the performance
of SM while retaining the concept of antenna switching [24]. Capacity analysis for QSM based
outdoor mmWave communications was presented in [25]. Moreover, [26]–[30] have investigated
generalized spatial modulation (GSM) at mmWave frequencies. The concept of GSM using
multiplexing (GSMM) for hybrid precoding mmWave MIMO has been recently proposed in
[30]. All these works demonstrated that SM techniques based on antenna switch could work
effectively in mmWave communications. However, because of the antenna selection, most of the
antennas are silent at each transmission slot and this reduces the beamforming gain compared
with that fully utilizes all antennas.
2) SM techniques for mmWave MIMO based on beamspace switch
Unlike above works, SM techniques based beamspace switch carry spatial domain information
via the selection of beamforming vectors [31]–[34]. For instance, [31] proposed a receive
spatial modulation (RSM) for LOS mmWave MIMO communications. However, RSM was
based on receive antenna selection and could not benefit from the array gain of the receive
antennas. Focusing on improving error performance, the authors of [32] proposed a virtual
space modulation (VSM) transmission scheme and hybrid precoder designs in mmWave MIMO.
A maximum ratio combining (MRC)-based VSM transmission scheme was proposed and analog
precoder design was investigated to enhance symbol error rate (SER) performance in [33]. [34]
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proposed a spatial scattering modulation (SSM) for uplink mmWave communications and studied
its bit error rate (BER) performance. However, it should be noticed that all these works were
done from the error performance perspective and with a single data stream.
In addition, very few literature on SM techniques based mmWave MIMO compares their
schemes with the benchmark BBS in SE. In [30], the authors compared the proposed GSMM
with Ns × Nr WF-MIMO capacity. However, they failed to outperform it. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no literature reporting the superiority of their schemes based on SM over
BBS or Ns×Nr WF-MIMO capacity. Therefore, it is the first time to challenge the well known
“best” BBS solution in terms of SE in mmWave MIMO communications adopting SM.
B. Contributions
• This paper proposes a GBMM technique for mmWave MIMO. The GBMM scheme not only
fully utilizes all antennas for beamforming gain but also utilizes multiple-dim beamspace
to convey multiple data streams via SMX, as well as the beamspace hopping to carry
information, which results into an increase of SE. The increase of SE is achieved without
changing the transceiver structure. GBMM outperforms BBS that only relies on SMX over
the best beamspace for data transmission. We prove that the SE of the proposed GBMM
outperforms the Ns ×Nr WF-MIMO capacity that existing schemes try to approach.
• In most of the literature on SM techniques, equal-probability antenna/beamspace activation is
investigated. Differently, beamspaces in the proposed GBMM are activated with a general
probability distribution. There exists an optimal probability distribution [27]. This paper
analyzes the upper and lower bounds of the achievable SE with the designed precoders
and the general activation probability distribution. The upper bound is tight in the high
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) regime. The lower bound adding a constant can provide a close
approximation of SE in the low and high SNR regime.
• To maximize the SE lower bound, we formulate an optimization problem finding the optimal
precoders, the best precoder activation probability distribution as well as the optimal power
allocation among parallel data streams. To solve the formulated problem, we propose a
gradient ascent algorithm applicable in all SNR regimes, but with high computational
complexity. To gain more insights and reduce the complexity, we also investigate a problem
to maximize the tight upper bound of SE in the high SNR regime. The optimal precoder
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design, precoder activation probability distribution and power allocation are derived in
closed-form expressions, which significantly reduce system implementation complexity.
• We discuss the implementation issues of GBMM. Specifically, we formulate optimization
problems for hybrid precoder design and hybrid combiner design. We propose a coding ap-
proach to realize the optimized precoder activation probability distribution. We discuss an ex-
tension to orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based broadband mmWave
MIMO. Results indicate that the proposed GBMM scheme can be directly extended to
broadband systems to improve SE.
Compared to the conference submission [35] which introduces GBMM to the community, this
paper includes more insightful closed-form solutions of optimal activation probability, precoder
design and power allocation. The receiver-aware transceiver design and the coding approach to
realize the precoder activation and the extension to broad-band mmWave MIMO systems are
also discussed in this paper.
C. Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model
and introduce the conventional BBS transmission solution as well as its SE upper bound. In
this section, we also describe the proposed GBMM and prove its superiority. In Section III,
we use mutual information to characterize the SE of the proposed GBMM. We formulate the
problems finding optimal fully-digital precoders, precoder activation probability, power allocation
and hybrid precoders to maximize SE. In Section IV, we propose a gradient ascent algorithm
to solve one of the formulated problems, within which the complexity analysis is included. In
this section, we derive the optimal solution to maximize SE in the high SNR regime. In Section
V, practical limits, implementation issues and extension are discussed. Specifically, the impact
of receiver structure is probed. A coding approach to realize the optimized precoder activation
probability distribution is introduced. Also, an extension to broadband systems is discussed. In
Section VI, simulation results are illustrated to validate all analysis. We conclude in the last
section.
D. Notation
We use the following notations throughout the paper. A denotes a matrix. a represents a vector.
a stands for a scaler. A is a set. AH denotes the conjugate transpose of A. det(A), rank(A) and
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Fig. 1. An (Nt, Nr, N tRF ,m) mmWave MIMO system.
Tr (A) represent the determinate, the rank and trace of matrix A, receptively. |A| represents the
size of set A. ||A||F denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix A. ||a||0 denotes the l0 norm of vector
a. diag (A) represents a vector formed by the diagonal elements of matrix A. diag (a) stands for
a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements being a. We use log and ln to represent the logarithm
functions of base 2 and e, respectively. I(·, ·) represents the mutual information function. H(·)
stands for the entropy function. CN (µ,Σ) represents a complex Gaussian vector with mean µ
and covariance Σ. C represents the complex field. R denotes the real number field. ⊗ represents
the Kronecker product between two matrix or two vectors. IN is the N ×N identity matrix. 0m
and 1n stand of all zeros vector of size m and all ones vector of size n, repectively. Expectation
is denoted by E(·). (x)+ represents the function max{x, 0}. UM×N denotes the set of all M×N
matrices that have unit magnitude entries.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an (Nt, Nr, N tRF ,m) mmWave MIMO system, equipped with N
t
RF ( Nt) RF
chains as illustrated in Fig. 1, where Nt and Nr represent the number of transmit antennas
and receive antennas, respectively. H ∈ CNr×Nt is used to denote the channel matrix, which is
perfectly known by the transceivers. m denotes the rank of H indicating the number of available
parallel channels. Let x ∈ CNt represent the transmitted signal vector and the receive signal
vector y ∈ CNr can be expressed as
y =
√
ρHx+ n, (1)
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where
√
ρ represents the average receive SNR and n ∈ CNr represents the noise vector with
zero mean and unit variance, i.e., n ∼ CN (0Nr , INr). s ∈ CNs is used to represent the data
symbol vector transmitted relying on the RF chains, where Ns represents the number of data
streams. It is assumed that the number of data streams and the number of RF chains are less than
the number of available parallel channels, i.e., Ns ≤ N tRF < m. The Saleh-Valenzuela channel
model [2] is adopted in this paper, which is expressed as
H =
√
NtNr
NclNray
Ncl∑
i=1
Nray∑
l=1
αilbr(φril, θ
r
il)bt(φ
t
il, θ
t
il)
H , (2)
where Ncl represents the number of scattering clusters, Nray denotes the number of propagation
paths, αil is the channel chain of lth ray in the ith propagation cluster, φril and θ
r
il stand for
azimuth and elevation angles of arrival (AoAs), respectively. φtil and θ
t
il represents azimuth and
elevation angles of departure (AoDs), respectively. It is assumed that {αil} are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables that follow the complex Gaussain distribution
CN (0, σ2α,i) and
∑Ncl
i=1 σ
2
α,i = β which is the normalization factor to satisfy E [||H||2F ] = NtNr.
In this paper, an
√
N × √N uniform square planar array (USPA) is considered, whose array
response vector corresponding to the lth ray in the ith cluster writes
b(φil, θil) =
1√
N
[
1, · · · , ej 2piλ d(n1 sinφil sin θil+n2 cos θil),
· · · , ej 2piλ d((
√
N−1) sinφil sin θil+(
√
N−1) cos θil)
]T
,
(3)
where λ and d represent the signal wavelength and the antenna spacing, respectively. In (3),
0 ≤ n1 <
√
N and 0 ≤ n2 <
√
N stand for the antenna indices in the two-dimensional (2D)
plane.
A. Conventional Transmission Solution and Upper Bound
Conventionally, a fixed precoder F of dimension Nt ×Ns is used to fit the transmission over
H with ||F||2F = Ns. With F, the transmit vector x can be expressed as x = Fs. The achievable
SE can be characterized by the mutual information as
R(H,F) = I(x; y) = I(s; y)
= log2 det
(
INr +
ρ
Ns
HFFHHH
)
.
(4)
To maximize the SE, F is designed by solving
max
||F||2F=Ns
log2 det
(
INr +
ρ
Ns
HFFHHH
)
. (5)
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The BBS solution1 Fopt = V1 ∈ CNt×Ns is widely adopted, where V1 is a matrix composed of Ns
right singular vectors of H that correspond to the largest Ns singular values. As is well known,
the mutual information I(s; y) ≤ CWFNs×Nr , where CWFNs×Nr represents the equivalent Ns × Nr
WF-MIMO channel capacity. CWFNs×Nr can be achieved by using BBS and water-filling power
allocation. As aforementioned, this bound is well recognized as an unsurpassed benchmark of
literature. But, is it true for (Nt, Nr, N tRF ,m) mmWave MIMO systems?
B. The Proposed Transmission Solution and Its Superiority
The real mutual information limit in (4) should be
max
fx(x)
E(||x||2F )=Ns
I(x; y) = max
fs|F(s|F), fF(F)
E(||Fs||2F )=Ns
I(F, s; y)
= max
fs|F(s|F), fF(F)
E(||Fs||2F )=Ns
I(s; y) + I(F; y|s)
≥ max
fs(s)
E(||s||2F )=1
I(s; y) = CWFNs×Nr .
(6)
The exact solution to the problem is still unknown. But, it implies that we can additionally
transmit information by making use of F to improve the SE. Inspired by the concept of SM, we
propose to use a general discrete distribution of F to enhance the SE as
fF(F) = P (F = Fi) = pi, Fi ∈ F , (7)
where F denotes the set of candidate precoders. (7) means that a precoder Fi ∈ F will be
activated with probability pi. For all Fi ∈ F , we have
∑|F|
i=1 pi = 1. As to the transmit data symbol
vector s, we assume that it follows an i.i.d. complex Gaussian distribution independent of F with
zero mean and normalized power, i.e., s ∼ CN (0Ns , 1Ns INs). Defining p , [p1, p2, · · · , p|F|]T and
using R(p,F) to represent the SE, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1:
max
1T|F|p=1, p0|F|
E(||F||2F )=Ns,F∈F
R(p,F) ≥ CWFNs×Nr (8)
1The solution is obtained without taking the power allocation among data streams into consideration. Taking that into
consideration, the solution should be Fopt = V1DWF, where DWF ∈ CNr×Nt is the diagonal water-filling power allocation
matrix with Tr(DWFDHWF) = Ns. The reason why the solution without power allocation is often considered in literature is
that DHWF is SNR dependent, while V1 is SNR independent and applicable in all SNR regimes. Moreover, DWF approaches an
identity matrix as SNR increases.
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Proof: To prove, a set F that ensures the inequality is first proposed. Specifically, Fi ∈ F
is designed as
Fi = VEiDi, (9)
where V ∈ CNt×m represents the matrix composed of the right singular vectors of H that
correspond to all sorted non-zero singular values; Ei ∈ Cm×Ns is a selection matrix to choose
Ns right-singular vectors from all feasible m ones. It is composed of a combination of Ns base
vectors. For instance,
E1 = [e1, e2, · · · , eNs ], (10)
where ei ∈ Cm is the ith m-dim base vector with all zeros expect the ith entry being 1. Di
stands for the power allocation matrix and we have
∑|F|
i=1 piTr(DiD
H
i ) = Ns. In the design,
|F| =
(
m
Ns
)
. It is obvious that the BBS Fopt = V1 is a special case of VEi because V1 = VE1.
By setting D1 = DWF and P (F = F1) = 1, one can achieve CWFNs×Nr . Thus, based on the fact
that CWFNs×Nr is achieved by a specific realization of F and p, it is concluded that systems with
globally optimized F and p will achieve a larger SE than or the equal SE to CWFNs×Nr .
Remark: Based on above analysis in this section, we remark that one can improve the SE of
(Nt, Nr, N tRF , m) mmWave MIMO systems by additionally employing precoder (i.e., beamspace)
selection to carry information. As the beamspace indices are adopted as an additional modulation
domain and multiple data streams are transmitted via SMX, we name the transmission solution
as GBMM. In addition, ||x||0 = ||Fis||0 = Nt in the proposed GBMM scheme, indicating that all
antennas are activated in a transmit slot. Compared with GSMM [30] based on antenna selection,
GBMM will benefit from the beamforming gain by using all antennas. The approach is attractive
because the increase of SE is achieved without changing the transceiver structure. Besides, most
reported SM techniques and their various variants for all MIMO systems can be treated as specific
realizations of F with p1 = p2 = · · · = p|F| = 1|F| and ||F1||2F = ||F2||2F = · · · = ||F|F|||2F = Ns.
III. SE ANALYSIS AND PROBLEM FORMALIZATION
A. Achievable SE
We define two sets E , {E1,E2, · · · ,E|F|} and D , {D1,D2, · · · ,D|F|}. Based on the design
of Fi ∈ F in (9), the variable set F in R(p,F) can be replaced by D, because E is known.
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According to the similar analysis in [36], the achievable SE R(p,D) can be derived as
R(p,D) = H(y)−H(y|H, x)
= E[− log f(y)]−Nr log(pie)
= −
∫
CNr
log f(y)
|F|∑
i=1
pifi(y)dy −Nr log(pie),
(11)
where
f(y) =
|F|∑
i=1
pifi(y), (12)
fi(y) =
1
piNr det(Σi)
exp
(−yHΣ−1i y) , (13)
Σi =
ρ
Ns
HVQiVHHH + INr , (14)
and
Qi = EiDiDHi E
H
i . (15)
The exact SE has more theoretical significance than practical significance since it involves the
integration of a complicated function thus not offering clear insights into the system performance.
To gain insights and to provide practical system design guidelines, the following upper bound
and lower bound of SE are used:
Proposition 1: The achievable SE R(p,D) is upper bounded by
RU(p,D) =
|F|∑
i=1
pi (log detΣi − log pi) , (16)
and lower bounded by
RL(p,D) = −
|F|∑
i=1
pi log
 |F|∑
j=1
pjzi,j
−Nr log e, (17)
where zi,j = 1/ [det(Σi +Σj)]. The upper bound is tight in the high SNR regime and the lower
bound adding a constant gap Nr(log e− 1) is tight in the low and high SNR regime.
Proof: The proofs of the bounds and the tightness can be found in [36] and [30], respectively.
To avoid repetition, we omit them for brevity.
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B. Problem Formulation
We aim to maximize the achievable SE, which is a maximization problem. For the sake of low
complexity, the lower bound in (17) can be adopted as the objective function. The optimization
problem is hence formulated as
(P1) : max RL(p,D)
subject to : 1T|F|p = 1, p  0|F|,
|F|∑
i=1
piTr(DiDHi ) = Ns.
(18)
The optimized p and D yielded by solving (P1) are applicable in all SNR regimes. However,
since the expression of SE lower bound in (17) is still too complicated, it is difficult to obtain
a closed-form solution. To solve (P1), we have to resort to a numerical optimization approach,
which will render too much complexity. To gain insights and to reduce the implementation
complexity, the maximization of the upper bound in (16) is also investigated in this paper,
because the upper bound is tight in the high SNR regime and given by a simpler expression.
The corresponding optimization problem is formulated as
(P2) : max RU(p,D)
subject to : 1T|F|p = 1, p  0|F|,
|F|∑
i=1
piTr(DiDHi ) = Ns.
(19)
Using the optimized D, we can directly construct F based on (9). The costly fully-digital structure
is required to implement the Fi in F . To reduce the implementation cost and complexity, we
design hybrid digital and analog precoders by solving
(P3) : min ||Fi − FiRFFiBB||2F
subject to : FiRF ∈ UNt×NtRF , FiBB ∈ CN
t
RF×Ns ,
||FiRFFiBB||2F = ||Fi||2F ,
(20)
where FiRF and F
i
BB represent the ith analog precoder and digital precoder respectively and
i = 1, 2, · · · , |F|. (P3) has been well investigated in a large body of literature [2]–[15]. Existing
low-complexity algorithms in [2]–[15] can be directly applied to solve (P3). Thus in the following
of this paper, we focus on solving problems (P1) and (P2).
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IV. TRANSMITTER OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we find the optimal precoder activation probability distribution p and power
allocation matrix set D (equivalent to designing F) to maximize the bounds of the achievable
SE.
A. Optimization Applicable in All SNR Regimes
We define Di , diag(di1, di2, · · · , diNs) , λij , d2ij , λi , [λi1, λi2, · · · , λiNs ]T ∈ RNs , λ ,[
λT1 ,λ
T
2 , · · · ,λT2
]T ∈ R|F|Ns and q , p⊗1Ns ∈ R|F|Ns . Based on these definitions, the problem
(P1) becomes
(P1a) : max RL(p,λ)
subject to : 1T|F|p = 1, p  0|F|,
qTλ = Ns, λ  0|F|Ns .
(21)
To release the non-negative constraints p  0|F| and λ  0|F|Ns in (P1a), we adopt a barrier
method with the barrier function defined as [30]
ψ(u) =

1
tB
lnu, u > 0
−∞, u ≤ 0,
(22)
and rewrite the optimization problem as
(P1b) : max f(p,λ)
subject to : 1T|F|p = 1, q
Tλ = Ns,
(23)
where tB is a factor to scale the barrier function’s penalty2 and the objection function f(p,λ)
is given by
f(p,λ) = RL(p,λ) +
|F|∑
i=1
ψ(pi) +
|F|∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
ψ(λij). (24)
The gradient of f(p,λ) with respect to p can be derived as
∇pf(p,λ) = [∇p1f(p,λ),∇p2f(p,λ), · · · ,∇p|F|f(p,λ)]T , (25)
where
∇pif(p,λ) = ∇piRL(p,λ) +
1
tB
p−1i , (26)
2With larger tB , f(p,λ) is closer to RL(p,λ).
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and
∇piRL(p,λ) =
− ρ log e
Ns
log
 |F|∑
j=1
pjzi,j
+ |F|∑
k=1
pkzk,i∑|F|
j=1 pjzk,j
 . (27)
The gradient of f(p,λ) with respect to λ can be expressed as
∇λf(p,λ) = [∇λ1f(p,λ),∇λ2f(p,λ), · · · ,∇λ|F|f(p,λ)]T . (28)
where
∇λif(p,λ) = ∇λiRL(p,λ) +
1
tB
δi, (29)
δi ,
[
λ−1i1 , λ
−1
i2 , · · · , λ−1iNs
]T
, (30)
∇λiRL(p,λ) =
− log e
 |F|∑
k=1
pipk∇λizi,k∑|F|
j=1 pjzi,j
+
|F|∑
k=1,
k 6=i
pipk∇λizk,i∑|F|
j=1 pjzk,j
 , (31)
and
∇λizi,k =
ρzi,k
Ns
diag[EHi V
HHH(Σi +Σk)−1HVEi]. (32)
To meet the equality constraints 1T|F|p = 1 and qTλ = Ns, we perform the following
projections
∆p =
(
I|F| −
1|F| · 1T|F|
|F|
)
∇pf(p,λ), (33)
∆λ =
(
I|F|Ns −
1|F|Ns · qT
Ns
)
∇λf(p,λ), (34)
to ensure
1T|F|∆p = 0, (35)
and
qT∆λ = 0. (36)
Based on these gradients and projections, we develop a gradient ascent algorithm to maximize
the SE lower bound as listed in Algorithm 1.
Complexity and Converge Analysis: The complexity of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the
calculation of the gradients in (25) and (28). In each iteration, the calculation of the gradient
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Algorithm 1 Gradient ascent algorithm to maximize the SE lower bound
1: Initialize p(0) with pi = 1|F| , i = 1, 2, · · · , |F|, λ(0) with λij = 1, j = 1, 2, · · · , Ns, the
halting criterion  and the iteration number k = 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the gradient ∇pf(p,λ) by using (25).
4: Carry out the projection to get ∆p(k) by using (33).
5: Solve the following problem via backtracking line search [37] and update
η∗1 = argmax
η1
f(p(k) + η1∆p(k),λ(k)),
p(k+1) ← p(k) + η∗1∆p(k),
q(k+1) = p(k+1) ⊗ 1Ns .
6: Modify λ(k+1) to ensure qTλ = Ns as
λ(k+1) ← λ
(k)
(q(k+1))T λ(k)
.
7: Compute the gradient ∇λf(p,λ) by using (28).
8: Carry out the projection to get ∆λ(k+1) by using (34).
9: Solve the following problem via backtracking line search [37] and update
η∗2 = argmax
η2
f(p(k+1),λ(k+1) + η2∆λ(k+1)),
λ(k+1) ← λ(k+1) + η∗2∆λ(k+1),
k ← k + 1.
10: until η∗1||∆p(k)||2 ≤ ||p(k)||2 and η∗2||∆λ(k)||2 ≤ ||λ(k)||2
11: Output the optimized p∗ and use λ∗ to obtain D∗ and F∗.
with respect to p needs |F|3 calculations of matrix determinant of size Nr×Nr. The calculation of
the gradient with respect to λ requires |F|3 calculations of matrix determinant, matrix inversion,
and matrix multiplication of size Nr ×Nr. Thus, the overall complexity is around O(|F|3N3r ).
The complexity is a heavy burden for large-scale antennas. The algorithm will converge because
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the value of the objective function will increase in each iteration and it is upper bounded.
Gradient Modification to Avoid Convergence to Local Optima: If there are more than one
entries approaching zeros in the optimal p∗ or λ∗, the algorithm may converge to a local optimum
because the searching steps η1 and η2 in Algorithm 1 will be small if some entries of p and λ
approach zero in the searching procedure. To avoid this, we introduce a small threshold τ . If any
entries are smaller than τ , the projected gradients to them are forced to be zeros. To ensure (35)
and (36), the projection of gradients should be modified. Specifically, taking the optimization of
p as an example, the projected gradient vector is modified as
∆pK− = 0|K−|, (37)
and
∆pK+ =
(
I|K+| −
1|K+| · 1T|K+|
|K+|
)
∇pK+f(p,λ). (38)
where K+ and K− denote the index sets that pK+  τ1|K+| and pK− ≺ τ1|K−|, respectively. In
this way, not only can Algorithm 1 converge to a global optimum, but also greatly reduce the
computational complexity, because we do not need to compute ∇pK−f(p,λ). Similarly, such
a technique can be adopted in the optimization of λ. The performance and convergence of
Algorithm 1 with/without the gradient modification are investigated in Section VI.
B. Optimization Only Applicable in the High SNR Regime
Theorem 2: For a fixed D, the optimal activation probability distribution in the high SNR
regime is
p?i =
2ci∑|F|
i=1 2
ci
, i = 1, 2, · · · , |F|, (39)
where ci , log detΣi is the capacity of the Ns ×Nr MIMO channels when Fi is activated.
Proof: Lagrange function of the problem P2 can be formulated as
J(p, µ) = RU(p)− µ(
|F|∑
i=1
pi − 1)
=
|F|∑
i=1
pi (ci − log pi)− µ(
|F|∑
i=1
pi − 1).
(40)
Taking the partial derivation of the Lagrange function in (40) with respect to pi, we deduce a
set of equations as
ci − log pi − 1/ ln 2− µ = 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , |F|, (41)
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based on which and the constraint
∑|F|
i=1 pi − 1 = 0, the optimal p?i in (39) is derived.
Lemma 1: Using a fixed p for transmission, the optimal power allocated the jth data stream
when Fi is activated in the high SNR regime is obtained as
λi,j =
(
1
ξi ln 2
− 1
ρσ2ij
)+
, (42)
and ξi is obtained by solving
Ns∑
j=1
(
1
ξi ln 2
− 1
ρσ2ij
)+
= bi, (43)
and
|F|∑
i=1
pibi = Ns, (44)
where bi is the average power when Fi is activated.
Proof: To prove, we also use the same definitions of λij and λ as in Section IV-A.
Additionally, we use σi , [σi1, σi2, · · · , σiNs ]T to denote the Ns singular values selected from all
m ones of H by using the selection matrix Ei. Based on the definitions, RU(λ) can be expressed
as
RU(λ) =
|F|∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
pi log
ρσ2ijλij + 1
pi
. (45)
Lagrange function can be formulated to be
RU(λ, ξ) =
|F|∑
i=1
Ns∑
j=1
pi log
ρσ2ijλij + 1
pi
−
|F|∑
i=1
ξipi
(
Ns∑
j=1
λij − bi
)
.
(46)
Taking the partial derivation of the Lagrange function in (46) with respect to λij , we obtain a
set of equations as
ρσ2ijpi
ln 2(ρσ2ijλij + 1)
− ξipi = 0, i = 1, · · · , |F|, j = 1, · · · , Ns. (47)
Solving the equations and
∑|F|
i=1
∑Ns
j=1 piλij = Ns, we can obtain the optimized power allocation
in Lemma 1.
Remark: The optimal precoder activation probability distribution p and power allocation matrix
D (i.e. equivalent to designing F) are derived by fixing either one in the high SNR regime. It
can be used to verify whether the numerical approach Algorithm 1 is able to obtain a best
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solution in the high SNR regime. We note that the optimal power allocation in Lemma 1 is the
famous water-filling power allocation when {bi}, i = 1, 2, · · · , |F| are fixed. Next, we need to
find the best b ,
[
b1, b2, · · · , b|F|
]
.
Lemma 2: In the high SNR regime, the optimal solution of b is b1 = b2 = · · · = b|F| = Ns.
Proof: For the equivalent MIMO channels when Fi is activated, its capacity in the high
SNR regime can be expressed as [38]
ci = Ns log bi + gi, (48)
where gi is a constant related to the channel gains. Therefore, the optimization problem of finding
b so as to maximize RU(b) can be written as
max RU(b) =
|F|∑
i=1
pi [Ns log bi + gi − log pi]
subject to
|F|∑
i=1
pibi = Ns.
(49)
Lagrange function of the problem in (49) is formulated as
J(b, ζ) =
|F|∑
i=1
pi [Ns log bi + gi + log pi]− ζ(
|F|∑
i=1
pibi −Ns). (50)
Taking the partial derivation of the Lagrange function in (50) with respect to bi, a set of equations
are obtained as
Nspi
bi
− ζpi = 0, i = 1, · · · , |F|, (51)
based on which and the constraint
∑|F|
i=1 pibi −Ns = 0, the optimal solution as b1 = b2 = · · · =
b|F| = Ns is obtained.
Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, one can easily derive the following theorem:
Theorem 3: The optimal power allocation is independent of the activation probability distri-
bution p in the high SNR regime, which can be expressed as
λi,j =
(
1
ξ?i ln 2
− 1
ρσ2ij
)+
, (52)
where ξ?i satisfies
Ns∑
j=1
(
1
ξ?i ln 2
− 1
ρσ2ij
)+
= Ns. (53)
Proof: The optimal power allocation is straightforward to be derived by substituting b1 =
b2 = · · · = b|F| = Ns (Lemma 2) into (42) (Lemma 1).
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Algorithm 2 Optimal solution to maximize the SE upper bound
1: Compute the optimal power allocation λ? by using water-filling algorithm according to
Theorem 3 as
λ?i,j =
(
1
ξ?i ln 2
− 1
ρσ2ij
)+
,
where ξ?i satisfies
Ns∑
j=1
(
1
ξ?i ln 2
− 1
ρσ2ij
)+
= Ns. (54)
2: Use λ? to generate D?, F? and compute p? according to Theorem 2:
Compute ci, i = 1, 2, · · · , |F| based on λ and
p?i =
2ci∑|F|
i=1 2
ci
, i = 1, 2, · · · , |F|.
3: Output the optimized p?, λ?, D? and F?.
Based on Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we can obtain the optimal solution to (P2) as listed
in Algorithm 2.
Complexity Analysis: The complexity of Algorithm 2 is dominated by the complexity of
the water-filling power allocation for |F|Ns parallel channels and the computation of ci, i =
1, 2, · · · , |F|. Among them, the complexity of power allocation for |F|Ns parallel channels
is O(|F|Ns) by using the linear-complexity water-filling algorithm [39]. The computation of
c
(k)
i , i = 1, 2, · · · , |F| requires |F| calculations of matrix determinate of size Nr × Nr. The
complexity is O(|F|N3r ). As Ns  Nr, it is concluded that the overall complexity of Algo-
rithm 2 is O(|F|N3r ). Moreover, no iteration is needed. For clearly viewing the complexity
of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 in finding the optimized p, D and F in (Nt, Nr, N tRF ,m)
mmWave MIMO systems, we list the analytical results in Table I where Niter is the number of
iterations that Algorithm 1 takes to converge and |F| =
(
m
Ns
)
.
V. DISCUSSION AND EXTENSION
A. Practical Limit and Implementation Challenges
The achievable SE of the proposed GBMM scheme is greatly affected by the receiver structure.
To investigate the impact, a receiver with N rRF RF chains as depicted in Fig. 2 is considered in
this paper. We remark as follows.
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TABLE I
THE COMPLEXITY OF ALGORITHM 1 AND ALGORITHM 2
Algorithm Complexity
Algorithm 1 O
(
Niter
(
m
Ns
)3
N3r
)
Algorithm 2 O
((
m
Ns
)
N3r
)
...
...
RF 
chain
RF 
chain
Baseband 
Combiner
...…
… 
...
BBW
RFW
Analog Digital
W
r
RFN
rN
Fig. 2. Hybrid digital and analog receiver structure
Proposition 2: To benefit from GBMM, the number of equipped receive RF chains should be
greater than the number of data streams Ns, i.e., N rRF > Ns .
Proof: We use W ∈ CNr×mˆ to represent the receive combiner, where mˆ ≤ N rRF . With the
combiner, the equivalent channels can be expressed as H˜ = WHH. Let m˜ be the rank of H˜ and
we have m˜ = rank(H˜) = min (mˆ,m). The precoders can be designed as F˜i = V˜E˜iD˜i with the
precoder set size ˜|F| =
(
m˜
Ns
)
, where V˜ ∈ CNt×m˜ denotes the matrix composed of the right-
singular vectors of H˜ corresponding to all non-zero singular values; E˜i ∈ Cm˜×Ns , D˜i ∈ CNs×Ns
represent beamspace selection matrix and power allocation matrix, respectively. To benefit from
the information carrying capability of precoder selection, m˜ = min (mˆ,m) should be larger
than Ns . Thus, not only m but also mˆ must be greater than Ns. As mˆ ≤ N rRF , we deduce
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N rRF > Ns. This is reasonable because as more information is conveyed by precoder selection
over Ns independent data streams, a higher degree is required.
In this paper, we adopt W = U˜, where U˜ is an Nr×mˆ matrix composed of the mˆ left-singular
vectors of H˜ that correspond to the largest mˆ singular values. Based on the optimal receiver, the
digital combiner WBB ∈ CNrRF×m˜ and analog combiner WRF ∈ UNr×NrRF can be designed by
(P4) : min
WRF ,WBB
||W−WRFWBB||2F
subject to : WRF ∈ UNr×NrRF , WBB ∈ CN
r
RF×m˜.
(55)
The problem (P4) is similar to (P3). Both of them can be solved by existing algorithms developed
in [2]–[15].
To implement GBMM, it mainly faces two challenges. The first one is the heavy computational
complexity in solving problems (P1)-(P4). For instance, for the hybrid precoder design in (P3),
we have to run existing algorithms in [2]–[15] for |F| times. Therefore, more efficient lower-
complexity algorithms dedicated to the hybrid precoder designs of GBMM are still in demand. It
is possible because Fi ∈ F are related to each other. The other way to reduce the complexity is
by reducing the size of the set F . This can be done by forcing the activation probability under a
threshold to be zero. For instance, if we want |F| ≤ 10, we can set activation probability below
0.1 to be 0. The second implementation challenge faced with is the switching speed of precoders.
The switch operation has to be done in a symbol duration. Therefore, the switching speed of
precoders, especially the analog precoders using phase shifters, is a key factor that determines
the data rate of GBMM. The authors of [33] have researched the switching speed of analog
phase shifters. Specifically, [40] compared four kinds of phase shifters including semiconductor,
ferroelectric, ferrite, and micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), which showed that the
switching speed of semiconductor and ferroelectric is in order of the nanosecond. [41] introduced
a novel low-cost phase shifters, whose switching speed is in the range of tens of nanoseconds.
Thanks to these high switching-speed phase shifters, it is feasible to implement high-rate GBMM.
B. Coding Approach to Realize the Optimized Precoder Activation Probability Distribution
Most of SM techniques consider equal-probability antenna/precoder activation by using uni-
formly distributed information bits to activate the antenna directly. It should be noted that even
with such kind of approach, the index activation probability distribution can be designed as non-
uniform as shown in literature [42]–[45]. In this paper, we propose a general coding approach
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to approximately realize the optimized precoder activation probability distribution p. In the
approach, the information of amount H(p) is coded with more bits. It is assumed that the
number of coded bits is nb. The nb-bit codewords are divided into |F| groups with group index
mapping to the precoder index. The ratio of group sizes over 2nb is set to be approximately
equal to the distribution p. In this way, the information of amount H(p) can be conveyed in a
codeword. The coding rate can be expressed as rb = logH(p)/nb.
C. Extension to Broadband
The paper is considered in the narrow band to gain insights regarding SE. With OFDM, the
proposed GBMM scheme can be directly extended to broadband systems. In detail, the receive
signal of the frequency domain can be expressed as
y[k] = ρH[k]Fi[k]s[k] + n[k], k = 1, 2, · · · , K, (56)
where k represents the sub-carrier index and K is the number of carriers. The fully-digital
precoder design and precoder activation probability distribution can be optimized as same as
that in the narrow band except that either (P1) or (P2) should be solved for K times. As the
transmissions over all sub-carriers rely on the same analog precoders, the hybrid precoder design
problems become
(P5) :
k∑
k=1
min ||Fi[k]− FiRFFiBB[k]||2F
subject to : FiRF ∈ UNt×NtRF , FiBB[k] ∈ CN
t
RF×Ns ,
||FiRFFiBB[k]||2F = ||Fi[k]||2F .
(57)
The algorithms for solving (P5) can also be found in rich literature such as [2], [3] and [46].
VI. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we show the effectiveness as well as the convergence of Algorithm 1 and
numerically evaluate the SE performance of the proposed GBMM. It is assumed that both
transmitter and receiver are equipped with USPA. Specifically, the transmitter is with Nt = 100
antennas and the receiver is with Nr = 36 antennas. The channels are set as Ncl = 4 clusters,
Nray = 2 and the average power of each clusters, σ2αi = 1. The azimuth and elevation AoAs
and AoDs follow the Laplacian distribution, which have uniformly distributed mean angles over
[0, 2pi) and 10 degrees angular spread as that in [2]. The minimum antenna spacing in the USPA
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Fig. 3. The performance and convergence of Algorithm 1 under a given channel realization at a high SNR of 15 dB where
Nt = 100, Nr = 36 and N tRF = Ns = 3.
is a half wavelength. Despite this specific channel model is used in simulations, it should be
noted that the proposed designs are applicable to more general models.
A. Effectiveness and Convergence of Algorithm 1
Firstly, to show the effectiveness as well as the convergence of Algorithm 1, we evaluate the
performance of p(k) and λ(k) of the iteration k at a high SNR of 15 dB. Instead of evaluating the
object function f(p(k),λ(k)), we calculate the values of more meaningful RL(p(k),λ(k)) adding
a constant Nr(log e− 1), because these values provide a tight approximation of the exact SE. In
the simulation, a channel realization is adopted and N tRF = Ns = 3. The halting  is set to 10
−3
and the gradient modification threshold τ is 2× 10−3. For comparison, we also demonstrate the
optimal solution given by Algorithm 2 and CWFNs×Nr (achieved by BBS with water-filling power
allocation) under the same channel realization. Results demonstrate that without modifying the
gradients, the original Algorithm 1 converges fast but at a local optimum. The reason has been
discussed in Section IV-A. With gradient modification described in Section IV-A, the issue can
be well addressed, and the algorithm will finally converge to the global optimum given by
Algorithm 2. Comparison with CWFNs×Nr shows that GBMM outperforms CWFNs×Nr more than 1
bit/s/Hz under the given channel realization.
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Fig. 4. The SE of GBMM mmWave MIMO with different p, F where Nt = 100, Nr = 36 and N tRF = Ns = 1.
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Fig. 5. The SE of GBMM mmWave MIMO with different p, F where Nt = 100, Nr = 36 and N tRF = Ns = 2.
B. SE Evaluation
Secondly, we investigate the SE of the proposed GBMM scheme with different optimized fully-
digital precoder sets F and precoder activation probability distributions p with N tRF = Ns = 1
and N tRF = Ns = 2 as illustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. Specifically, three transmission
solutions are considered. The first one is with the optimized F∗ and p∗ obtained from Algorithm
1 to maximize the SE lower bound. The second one is with the optimized F? and p? obtained
from Algorithm 2 to maximize the SE upper bound. The third one with the optimized F? and
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the equal-probability distribution p(0), which is widely adopted in [31], [32], [34]. We illustrate
not only the exact SE expressed in (11) but also the upper bound as well as the approximation
(i.e., the lower bound adding a constant gap Nr(log e − 1)). For comparison, CWFNs×Nr is also
included. All simulation results are averaged over 100 channel realizations.
Results in Figs. 4-5 show the tightness of the upper bound in the high SNR regime and that
of the lower bound adding the constant Nr(log e − 1) in the low and high SNR regime. It is
demonstrated that the numerical optimization method proposed in this paper (i.e., Algorithm 1)
can approach the closed-form optimal solution (i.e., Algorithm 2) in the high SNR regime for
all channel realizations. System with (p∗,F∗) obtained from Algorithm 1 achieves the optimal
SE performance and is superior to CWFNs×Nr over all depicted SNR regime and considerably
outperforms CWFNs×Nr by more than 1 bit/s/Hz in the high SNR regime. However, the complexity
burden to get the solution is huge as discussed in Section IV-A. System with (p?,F?) adopting
Algorithm 2 achieves the highest SE performance in the high SNR regime and also considerably
outperforms CWFNs×Nr by more than 1 bit/s/Hz in the high SNR regime. It is slightly worse than the
solution offered by Algorithm 1 and CWFNs×Nr in the low SNR regime as observed in the enlarged
figure. As this solution is obtained with much lower complexity than Algorithm 1, it is more
suitable for piratical implementations. Using the conventional SM concept with equal activation
probability distribution p(0), the SE is much lower than the proposed GBMM solution with
optimized p∗ or p?, which indicates the significance of precoder activation probability distribution
in the optimization. Additionally, conventional SM with equal probability achieves the lowest SE
and can not outperform CWFNs×Nr , because its large activation probability of low-capacity channels
will degrade the overall SE. However, in our design, the high-capacity channels are activated with
high probability, and the low-capacity channels are activated with low probability as specified
in Theorem 2. CWFNs×Nr achieves the highest SE in the low SNR regime, but it is no longer the
highest in medium and high regime because BBS activates the channel with the highest capacity
with probability 1 and the amount of information carried on precoder index is, therefore, 0.
C. Hybrid Precoder Designs
Thirdly, we investigate the hybrid precoder designs with either fully-connected structure or
partially-connected structure as illustrated in Fig. 6. Existing algorithms are used to solve (P3).
Specifically, we use OMP-Alg [3] for fully-connected hybrid precoder designs and SIC-Alg [7]
for partially-connected hybrid precoder designs. In the simulations, N tRF = Ns = 2 and all
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Fig. 6. The SE of GBMM mmWave MIMO with hybrid precoders where Nt = 100, Nr = 36 and N tRF = Ns = 2.
simulation results are averaged over 100 channel realizations. For comparison, CWFNs×Nr is also
included as benchmark. Results in Fig. 6 demonstrate that GBMM with fully-connected hybrid
precoders has a small performance gap with the fully-digital precoders (i.e., R(p∗,F∗)) and
outperforms CWFNs×Nr . GBMM with partially-connected hybrid precoders will lead to a great SE
loss. However, we note that the performance with hybrid precoders can be improved by utilizing
more advanced precoder design algorithms [2]. R(p∗,F∗) is the new bound that all algorithms
are unable to surpass.
D. Hybrid Transceiver Designs
Thirdly, taking the impact of the hybrid receiver structure into consideration, we investigate
the hybrid transceiver designs discussed in Section V. The simulation results are as illustrated
in Fig. 8. All simulation results are averaged over 100 channel realizations. In the simulations,
N rRF = 4, N
t
RF = Ns = 2. We utilize the m˜ singular vectors that correspond the largest m˜
singular values to obtain V˜ and design F˜∗ and p∗ by using Algorithm 1. We solve (P3) and (P4)
by using OMP-Alg in [3] for fully-connected hybrid transceiver designs. Moreover, we use the
SIC-Alg in [7] for partially-connected hybrid precoder designs and use a fully-digital combiner.
For comparison, the SE of fully-digital transceiver design (i.e., R(p∗,F∗)) and CWFNs×Nr are also
included. It is shown in Fig. 7 that the hybrid transceiver designs will degrade the SE as expected.
Moreover, results also demonstrate the proposed GBMM with fully-connected hybrid transceiver
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Fig. 7. The SE of GBMM mmWave MIMO with hybrid transceivers where Nt = 100, Nr = 36, N tRF = Ns = 2 and
NrRF = 4.
can achieve slightly higher SE than the BBS solution with water-filling power allocation, i.e.,
CWFNs×Nr , showing the potential of the proposed GBMM in improving SE in practical systems.
Similarly, the performance of the hybrid transceiver designs can be improved with more advanced
algorithms.
E. GBMM for mmWave MIMO-OFDM Systems
Lastly, we investigate the extension to mmWave MIMO-OFDM systems as illustrated in Fig. 8.
Considering the Algorithm 1 are of much higher complexity and will be prohibitive if the number
of carriers is large, we use Algorithm 2 to get the optimal fully-digital precoders and precoder
activation probability distribution. Similarly, OMP-Alg [3] is adopted to solve the problem (P5)
for full-connected hybrid precoder designs, and all simulation results are averaged over 100
channel realizations. In the simulations, N tRF = Ns = 2 and the number of carriers K = 128.
BBS with digital precoder and that with fully-connected hybrid precoders for each carrier are
included as benchmarks. For BBS, water-filling power allocation is adopted, and we note that the
water-filling power allocation approaches equal power allocation in the depicted SNR regime.
Results show that the proposed GBMM scheme can be directly extended to broadband systems
to improve SE.
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Fig. 8. The SE of GBMM mmWave MIMO-OFDM where Nt = 100, Nr = 36, N tRF = Ns = 2 and K = 128.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a GBMM transmission solution for mmWave MIMO communi-
cations based on the concept of SM. GBMM uses precoder design to offer beamforming gain
and beamspace indices to carry information which improves SE. Both analytical and simulation
results showed that GBMM outperforms the well recognized “best” BBS solution in mmWave
MIMO systems. Moreover, simulation results also demonstrated that compared with BBS and
GBMM, conventional SM techniques with equal precoder activation probability is the worst.
Based on the derived theoretical SE, a gradient ascent algorithm was developed. With the
proposed algorithm, the optimal precoders, precoder activation probability distribution and power
allocation for each data stream can be found. Simulation results validated its effectiveness and
efficiency. Moreover, the closed-form solutions of the optimal precoders, precoder activation
probability distribution and power allocation were derived in the high SNR regime, which can
greatly reduce the system implementation complexity. Moreover, we discussed the impact of
hybrid transceiver structure on SE and the extension to mmWave MIMO-OFDM systems. Results
show that the proposed GBMM with existing hybrid designs can achieve better performance than
that of BBS and can also be extended to broadband systems to improve SE.
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